Document
At search time, it’s the field
values that are searched.
Field can be indexed and
stored.
Description

Only indexed fields can be
searched.
Only stored fields can be
presented in the search resutls.
ANALYZED

Index time boosting
Two types
Search time boosting
Boosting factor
Document boosting is a special
case of field bosoting.

NOT_ANALYZED
Data Type

indexing

Booth document and fields can
be boosted

NOT_ANALYZED_NO_NORMS
NO

Shorter fields have an implicit
boost associated with them due
to the way Lucene’s scoring
algorithm works.
This behavior is implemented by
the Similarity class

Field Options

storing

Boosting

NO
using term vectors

WITH_POSITIONS
WITH_OFFSETS

Field

WITH_POSITIONS_OFFSETS

Norms

Fields used for sorting must be
indexed and must contains one
token per document.

If documetns have many fields,
the memoery usage caused by
the norm values can be high.
Field Options for Sorting

Index Optimization only
improves searching speed, not
index speed.
During optimization, the index
will require substantial
temporary disk space, up to
three times its starting size.

Typically this means using
NOT_ANALYZED or
NOT_ANALYZED_NO_NORMS
To have multivalued field, we can
addfield with the same name multiple
times. For example:

Index Optimization

Multivalued Field

Lucene Indexing

for (String author : authors) {
doc.add(new Field("author", author);
}

After optimzation completes, the
index will consume less disk
space than at the start.

Use NumericField

NO

Implicit Boosting

Documents also have a
document level normal value.

Numbers are embeded in the
text to be indexed
A field that contains a single
number and you want to index it
as a numeric value and then use
it for precise matching, range
searching, and/or searching.

YES

YES

Every field in a document has a
norm value.

Pick an analyzer that doesn’t
discard numbers

ANALYZWS_NO_NORMS

To limite the amount of input
allowed for indexing. This can
be configured per field.
Two scenarios
Field Truncation
Indexing numbers, dates and
times

For dates and times, converts
the to an int or long value.

IndexWriter allows us to truncate
per-field indexing so that only
the first N terms are indexed
from an anlyzed field.
Locate documents by query.
This is a search problem

Debuggin Index
MergePolicy
MergeScheduler

Use one of the
deleteDocuments() API

Merging
Delete Documents

If multiple documents match to
the query, all of them will be
deleted.
We should have an ID field in
the document so that we can
precisely locate an individual
document.

Index Update

There is no actual “update”
operation in Lucene.

Update Documents

What is does is first delete the
documents and then add a new
document.
As the deleteDocument is called
behind the scene, the same
caveats apply to document
update.

